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Economics of Virginia Key North Point 

Description: 
Integrate the economic lesson of free riding and public goods with the restoration of Virginia Key North 
Point initiative. 

Objectives:  
Make students aware of issues in their community regarding the environment and policies which can 
both help the economy and protect the environment 

Procedure (e.g. lecture, online, etc…give details so people can replicate if needed):  

Students will be given extra credit to go out and volunteer as a part of the Virginia Key North point 
restoration. They will be directed to ask questions like, why is it important to restore Virginia Key? Why 
is it important to preserve biodiversity? Why don’t we develop new real estate on Virginia Key?   

Upon returning from volunteering the students will be asked to write about their experience and asked if 
they would have volunteered on their own had it not been for the professor incentivizing them? They will 
be asked to think about a policy that would not only make people more aware of the environmental 
issues going on in our community but how could these issues be resolved? 

Note: The type of policies the students will/ should suggest should be based on their experience. For 
example if they would not volunteer on their own perhaps they would advocate for the government to 
intervene. Perhaps the students would volunteer on their own then they would think of a ways to make 
others more aware of the issues and have others join in the restoration of Virginia Key.   

The professor will lecture about free riding and public goods drawing on the students experience to help 
explain these concepts. 

Materials/Content (links to webpages, uploaded files, etc..) 

The following resources will be provided from the EEI 

http://www.earthethicsinstitute.org/Resources/VIrginiaKeyNorthPointRestoration.pdf 

http://www.earthethicsinstitute.org/Resources/VirginiaKeyNorthPointMasterPlanMap.pdf 

http://www.earthethicsinstitute.org/Resources/VirginiaKeyNorthPoint_MiamiHeraldArticle.pdf 

PowerPoint presentations will be provided by the professor.  

 
Evaluation Plan (how will you assess learning...provide details) 

This material will be a part of the students regularly scheduled examinations 
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